
Global Healing Visualization

Use your Genius combined with your own ability to visualize! This is an exciting way to bring 
your own innate powers combined with the technology of quantum biofeedback. Run an 
analysis with either yourself or the Planet Earth as the client. You an also do both. Enjoy as you 
move into your true power. 


Place all items into the Main Hold Tray. Go to Progressive Insights. Set the timer on 15 minutes 
and then recite the visualization. Saying it out loud is the most powerful way to do it! 


Meditate or proclaim this as you are listening to the frequencies on Immune Resilience 
1-3: 

All concepts of fear about this virus now clear. 


If this virus is an illusion the illusion now disappears.


Right now, we are all becoming aware of the truth. 


The truth about the immense healing ability of the human body.


The truth about the incredible resilience of the human spirit.


We are seeing the truth completely clearly of our situation now. 


Now all who want to heal, I send out healing energy to each and every person. 


The pathogens, whatever they are, are now completely in balance. 


They are harmonized.


They are clear.


I say "Thank you" to the virus, real or unreal, for what it has taught me and what it has taught 
the world. 


May all be restored to their freedom and their free will.


May every being be free from fear and experience rest and comfort


I consciously visualize the clearing of this virus or even the idea of this virus as a deadly threat


I support the energy of myself and others seeing the truth if they are willing


My body comes into balance


My vital force increases


My body knows how to self-heal. The planet knows how to self-heal.


All who want to at this moment, may the be instantly healed of ANY pathogen or affliction or 
mental suffering


I see anyone who wishes to heal, I see them heal at this moment. 
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Global Healing Visualization

I see anyone who wishes to be free, I see them become free at this moment. 


I send blessings and thanks and pray for anyone who wishes to create harm, confusion or 
misuse their power. 


I completely align with my powerful ability to heal myself.  


I completely align with my inner knowing of how to heal myself.


(Ho’oponopono)


I am so sorry.


Please forgive me.


Thank you. 


I love you.


And so it is. 
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